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ABSTRACT
This internship report reviews the privately owned, for-profit entity South By Southwest
(SXSW), and the main festival it produces each March. The report includes an analysis of the
strengths and weaknesses of the organization, and offers suggestions for improvements. The
history of SXSW, a description of volunteer programs, and a breakdown of the staff structure
provide a basic understanding of the organization. For the purpose of this internship report, the
timeframe being reviewed covers January through May 2014.
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CHAPTER ONE
SOUTH BY SOUTHWEST (SXSW)
History
Roland Swenson created South by Southwest, widely known as SXSW or South by, with
his friends: Nick Barbaro and Louis Black, founders of the Austin Chronicle, and Louis Jay
Meyers.1 Swenson decided to start SXSW after attending the New Music Seminar in New York
in 1986.2 Joined by some of his close friends, Roland embarked on a journey that has led to a
successful multifaceted conference and festival that reaches over “50,000 people annually”.3
Roland wanted to give musicians, otherwise isolated in Texas, the opportunity to be heard by
predominantly coastal agents and labels. The first South by Southwest Music Conference and
Festival (SXSW) was held in 1987 in Austin, Texas.4 The first SXSW was marketed as a Music
and Media conference and festival. Primarily focused on music, SXSW has transformed over the
years to include: film, interactive, gaming, comedy, trade show, and other production events that
take place throughout the year. In recent years, SXSW has expanded the reach of its flagship
conference to include SXSWedu and SXSW Eco in Austin, and SXSW V2V in Las Vegas. The
SXSW Music, Film and Interactive Conferences and Festivals are dedicated to giving artists and
entrepreneurs a platform to perform and present in front of industry leaders. Essentially, they
provide a solution to “the classic problem facing Austin musicians… being isolated from the rest
of the world here in the middle of Texas. SXSW was a way to reach out to the rest of the world,
and bring them here to do business”.5 The conference reach goes beyond music, and as the tech
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industry has grown, so has the Interactive portion of SXSW. The goals originally set by SXSW
are still the goals today: to “act as a tool for creative people and the companies they work with to
develop their careers, to bring together people from a wide area to meet and share ideas”. 6

Mission
The mission of SXSW states, “Our Mission is to provide a platform for international
commerce and the exchange of ideas by producing world-class events for creative professionals
to further their work”. The mission statement for the volunteer department is, “The SXSW
Volunteer Program mobilizes an army of global volunteers and resources to drive SXSW, its
registrants, staff and the Austin community. Our goal is to enhance the volunteer experience
from start to finish, so that we continue to offer the best opportunity to contribute to the fun and
success of SXSW Conferences + Festivals”.7

General Management Structure
SXSW operates under a large group of people working in various capacities such as
volunteers, interns, seasonal, and full-time. There are also individuals who are hired as shortterm seasonal, working only during the week of the main event. Roland Swenson, Founder and
Managing Director, leads SXSW with a team of managers and directors who oversee each
department individually. Each department head and director reports directly to Swenson. There
are also advisory boards that oversee certain aspects of the conference, primarily helping to keep
the staff aligned with the important trends and issues within the industry. In the months leading
6
7
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up to the main event in March, there are close to 200 people in the office on a daily basis.
Through the summer and early fall, the office has fewer interns and seasonal staff on site daily,
but that changes around October. The volunteer department has seasonal staff who usually start
working full time around September/October, and interns who usually start working between
December/January. The head of the volunteer department, Tami Richter, has been working for
SXSW for over 15 years. She has a strong staff of 8 who all handle different volunteer crews.

Organization Structure
There are multiple conference/festivals associated with SXSW:
1. SXSW- The core event that takes place each March. SXSW includes the Music, Film and
Interactive Conferences and Festivals.
2. SXSW V2V- SXSW V2V- This event is “an extension and re-imagining of the legendary
SXSW experience with an emphasis on the creative spark that drives entrepreneurial innovation.
This four-day event brings the startup and venture capital communities together with the creative
industries that have helped to make SXSW so special. V2V serves innovators and entrepreneurs
from across all the industries at the core of the SXSW Family of events - technology, music,
film, fashion, health, education, sustainability, and more - as they learn the skills, make the
connections, and find the inspiration to take their ideas and talents to the next level”.8
3. SXSW Eco- SXSW Eco- This festival “attracts a global community to explore, engage and cocreate solutions for a sustainable world. A uniquely inclusive platform for professionals, SXSW
Eco examines the critical challenges of our times through a kaleidoscopic lens of design
8
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innovation, policy tipping points, technological breakthroughs, conservation practice,
entrepreneurial spirit and a culture of creativity to transform inspiration into action”.9
4. SXSWedu- The “SXSWedu® Conference & Festival fosters innovation in learning by hosting
a diverse and energetic community of stakeholders from a variety of backgrounds in
education”.10 Similar to the main event, SXSWedu, over four-days, “affords registrants open
access to engaging sessions, interactive workshops, hands on learning experiences, cinematic
portrayals, early stage startups and a host of networking opportunities”.11

Venues
SXSW monopolizes downtown Austin, Texas in March of each year. Most all of the
conference takes place in the Austin Convention Center located at 500 E Cesar Chavez St,
Austin, TX 78701. There were 111 venues for music showcases in 2014. The showcases take
place from 6pm-2am during the music festival portion of the event. There are multiple film
venues, special events, and meet-ups that take place in venues in and around the downtown area
of Austin. As the conference has grown, so has the diversity of venues hosting the festival
events.

Internship Program
Interning with SXSW is a great opportunity for college students to get real life,
applicable experience in their field of study. Internships are available in every department,
providing a wide variety of positions for students to apply. The work experience interns receive
9
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is invaluable for their careers, because they are able to build knowledge through specific
department practices and through experiencing the internal working of the main event. Interns
are also given opportunities to meet other interns through small mixers that take place during the
winter. These social events provide interns with a time to network, and discuss their experiences
at SXSW with other employees. Interns are required to be in school, and the hours they work are
dependant on their class requirements and department needs. The positions are unpaid; however,
there is a significant amount of compensation provided through various perks such as “swag”
(SXSW gear), platinum registration for the main event (walk up rate value: $1745), and inclusion
in the volunteer appreciation party. Interns at SXSW are not given menial tasks like making
coffee, but rather are fully immersed into their department learning what it takes to put on such a
large-scale event.

Funding
SXSW, LLC is a privately owned company. They do not provide financial records for
outside review. Each department has a budget that is approved by the directors then
implemented. As a privately owned, for-profit venture, SXSW does not have a donor base, but
they do have sponsor partnerships that change between each of their events. Some sponsors are
exclusive for multi year contracts and have a large presence leading up to and during the event.
There are sponsorships available at all levels of the festival ranging anywhere from beverage
sponsorships to award show sponsorships.

Volunteering
The culture of volunteers at SXSW is vibrant, diverse, and inviting. People from all
walks of life, either local (within 40 miles of Austin) or out of town, take time out of their lives
5

to volunteer and help make SXSW happen each year. Without volunteers, SXSW would not be
the successful conference and festival it is today. There is virtually no way the conference and
festival would survive without volunteers working behind the scenes and around the clock to
make sure that the show runs smoothly for everyone involved. Some volunteers have been a part
of SXSW since the early days of the festivals. They come back every year, usually with their
same crew, to work and celebrate another year of the conference and festival. The individuals
who work year after year have a strong emotional investment in SXSW. There is a genuine sense
of community among the volunteers, because they collectively believe in the mission of SXSW
and what it does for their community. Volunteering for SXSW gives people the opportunity to
work towards different perks for the festival. The perks are determined by the amount of hours
you volunteer throughout the conference/festival. The top available perk is the Platinum Badge,
which is only obtainable by returning volunteers who are nominated by their crew chief as a top
performing volunteer. Crew chiefs manage their crew schedule and are the liaison between
volunteers and volunteer coordinators. The increased responsibility of being a crew chief is met
with crew chief socials hosted throughout the year; the socials are more frequent leading up to
the event. These small gatherings are one of the ways SXSW extends their gratitude for the
additional responsibility these individuals take on each year. Being a crew chief is a big
responsibility and the volunteer department is constantly looking into ways of thanking and
entertaining this group to keep them interested and appreciated throughout the year.

Volunteer Perks
Volunteer perks are separated between conference and production crews. Conference
volunteers are able to work on up to three crews to meet their required hour minimum/perk.

6

Production volunteers are only assigned to one crew and have shifts as opposed to hours like the
conference crews. Production crews work with different types of equipment which requires
“very specific training and must work all of their shifts on the same crew”.12 All of the perk
information can be found on the SXSW volunteer website. The perk breakdown is found in
Appendix E, which includes a breakdown of conference perks, production perks, and what
access each perk allows.13

12
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Chapter Two: The Internship
Work in Volunteer Coordination
I began working for SXSW on January 2nd of 2014 as a production intern reporting
directly to Lizzie Brenner, one of the volunteer coordinators for SXSW. From January to May of
2014, I worked primarily on volunteer processing and placement in crews and on shifts for
various production crews. Over that same time I was chosen to work as a crew chief at our
largest stage, the SXSW Outdoor Stage at Butler Park.

Specific Tasks and Duties
Sitting through my first Volunteer Department meeting, I realized that my work at SXSW
would be intense and fast paced. Before I could let panic of the looming responsibility set in, I
looked around the room and felt at ease with the group of people I would be spending the
majority of the next five months working with. Each coordinator greeted me with warmth and
openness, which created an inclusive team-focused environment.
Two interns and I became the point people for music production volunteers. I was able to
learn systems and email lingo quickly due to the number of hours I was required to work at the
office. I answered emails from volunteers daily with questions about registration, differences
between production or conference volunteers, and details about their schedule desires and needs.
Emails were a constant, and in the beginning, most could be answered with canned responses
with slight personalization’s that were prepared in our volunteer email account. As the weeks
progressed, canned response emails became less relevant due to each email needing personalized
attention. Answering volunteer phone calls was also a large part of the day for all of the
volunteer interns along side of volunteer coordinators. I felt that the phone calls were less

8

effective when addressing volunteer issues compared to email communication. Explaining how
to fix a problem with registration through email gave the volunteer a reference point beyond
remembering a phone conversation. A large part of my daily work included processing volunteer
applications, scheduling, updating venue information and contacting large groups of volunteers.
Shiftboard is essentially the backbone of the volunteer system. It is used throughout SXSW for
volunteer and staff schedules. The most frequent and sometimes frustrating issue with shiftboard
is the presence of duplicate accounts. These accounts are created by volunteers who may have
lost their shiftboard password or been misinformed to believe they need a new account each year
to volunteer. Duplicate accounts cause issues with adding volunteers to crews and managing the
notes about returning volunteers.

Weekly Meetings
The volunteer department meets weekly to get an idea of where each coordinator is with
their crews, crew chiefs, and any side projects they may be planning for the main event.
Wednesday mornings started at 9:00 A.M. for the volunteer department meeting, one hour earlier
than the office opens for business. During these meetings, I observed a lot of the individual
planning each coordinator puts forth to make the main event a success. Tami runs the weekly
meeting and there is always a Google doc with what each coordinator wants to discuss including
updated notes added during the meeting to keep everyone on track until the next meeting. These
meetings are informative and helped give me a comprehensive understanding of the different
parts of the volunteer department. Every Wednesday at 12:30 P.M. there is an all-staff meeting
that everyone in the office attends. This meeting is an overall recap from each department
outlining what stage of planning they are in and where they plan to go in the next week. This is a
very general overview giving all of the staff an update from each department. As the festival
9

approaches, the all-staff meetings move to Saturday mornings in a larger venue so that everyone
has a seat and can pay attention to important topics surrounding planning and production in each
department.

Volunteer Calls
The volunteer department relies heavily on volunteer calls to gain numbers of local
volunteers before the out of town volunteer push happens. SXSW accepts out of town volunteers,
but prefer more locals due to the inside knowledge they bring to the event. With a goal of over
4,000 volunteers, it is difficult to accomplish recruitment goals without encouraging out of town
volunteers to make the trip to Austin for the main event. Volunteers also come in from out of the
country to participate in SXSW. Every year the interest of out of town volunteers grows from
across the country and abroad. This is an exciting fact for the coordinators as they are able to
work with a wide variety of personalities and skill levels. There were three volunteer calls this
year. The first volunteer call always brings in the largest amount of people, but the others help
fill hard to staff crews. The calls are targeted to locals, giving them first preference on available
crews and shifts. Some of the most popular crews fill up at the first volunteer call and crew
chiefs get bragging rights for their ability to recruit during this time. Crew chiefs are dedicated
volunteers who have volunteered for multiple years, and are interested in taking on a role with
more responsibility. A crew chief is given the opportunity to lead a group of volunteers by
staffing their crew and scheduling shifts for their crew. During the event crew chiefs manage
their crews by checking to make sure they’re all taking breaks, performing their tasks properly,
and handling any unforeseen issues that may arise. For the most part, crew chiefs take their job
seriously and take a lot of time to prepare for volunteer calls. This year Tami wanted to give the
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first volunteer call more excitement, so a contest for most creative table was created. The first
volunteer call was a success with decorated crew tables, costumed crew chiefs and enthusiastic
volunteers signing up and filling many crews. SXSW also accept walk-in volunteers. The
volunteers who can’t make any of the volunteer calls come by the office and sign up with either
an intern or a coordinator, depending on who is available. Mid-February through the event there
is an influx of walk-in volunteers. The constant of having to explain the process of signing up,
what types of volunteers they can decide between and available crews distracts from other
necessary work that needs to be accomplished each day. These walk-in’s, while distracting, are
necessary to fill all of the remaining crews after the last volunteer call. One of the hardest crews
to fill is the stage crew. We processed stage crew volunteers all the way up to the music portion
of SXSW and still lacked enough stage crew for each venue to be fully staffed. It became
increasingly difficult to maintain stage crew requests as volunteers would drop out or when
venues would drop from the roster. A lot of these changes are contributed to the music fest
making changes based on artist confirmation and venue contracts. Learning about these changes
as they happen made transitions easier to maintain. We also accepted stage crew that was under
21, which caused some issues when venues were dropped that were all age venues.

Stage Manager Training
Every Monday evening from 6:00 P.M. – 9:00 P.M. in February, I attended and assisted
with Stage Manager training sessions at the AT&T Conference Center, near UT’s campus. Local
stage managers and APM’s (assistant production managers) attended each meeting, along with
key production staff available for any questions that may come up after the training sessions. Not
all stage managers were in attendance each Monday. Returning stage managers didn’t attend all
weekly meeting unless they needed to review certain steps. Stage manager training covered a
11

wide range of topics, but focused mostly on how to use the stage manager tool, communication
with bands and backline questions. The stage manager tool is a very important part of the
process, linking the stage manager to bands, APM’s, and bookers. This function also keeps all of
the band information in one place. The stage manager tool can be intimidating for new stage
managers. Most of the volunteer stage managers do not work in the music industry, but they do
have management experience and interest in music. The stage manager tool holds all of the
information about each band, including their backline requirements, orders, and power needs.
The production department uses the stage manager tool to check power needs and international
power conversion. There are also notes about the venue, booking agents and APM notes
throughout the process. The APM is the direct support for stage managers during the event. Each
APM has between 8-10 stage managers that report to them in the event of any mishaps during
the performance. The APM’s are available during the event to help with any major issues that
come up, most commonly overcrowded venues.

Crew Chief Socials
Every week there was a different appreciation night for certain groups of volunteers.
Most of the socials were for crew chiefs, but there were a couple of parties for stage managers,
theater managers and interns. I was encouraged to attend all of the socials leading up to the
event. All of them were hosted at local businesses, most at bars. Socials are a great way for
volunteer coordinators to meet the volunteers that contribute so much of their time each year to
SXSW. There are a lot of close bonds that are formed over the years between coordinators and
their crew chiefs. Socials are also important for spreading knowledge about what to expect
leading up and throughout the event. There are always a lot of new crew chiefs moving their way

12

up the volunteer ladder and need advice along the way. Some of the more experienced crew
chiefs offer advice and encouragement as new leaders step into their role.

Crew Chief Responsibilities
Interns are not usually tasked with being a crew chief, but I had the opportunity to serve
as crew chief of the Outdoor Stage volunteers. The Outdoor Stage is SXSW’s largest stage,
consistently bringing in a high volume of attendees (over 57,000 in 2013), over the 3 days of free
admission to the public concert series.14 This year’s Outdoor Stage was located at Butler Park,
south of Lady Bird Lake. Through this process, I was able to understand the challenges that crew
chiefs face leading up to and during the event. Below, I will detail the specific planning that took
place before, throughout, and after the event.

Specific Tasks and Duties
I attended weekly Outdoor Stage meetings, Wednesdays at 2:00 P.M, which included: the
site manager and representative from sponsorship, volunteers, planning, production, tech and at
least one director. The weekly meetings were very informative as to the layout of the space. I
became acutely aware of every fence line, vendor, sponsor activation build and all of the
entrances/exits of the park. All of this information helped me when planning where volunteers
should be stationed throughout the event.
The first volunteer call, January 18, proved to be a success for the Outdoor Stage crew. I
recruited more than half of the volunteers that I needed to run the show. The majority of my crew
were local returning volunteers, so they knew about SXSW and all of the craziness that could
happen during the event. I met my co-crew chief, Hunter Henry, at that first volunteer call.
14
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Hunter proved to be an integral part to the success of our crew. After the volunteer call I began
using shiftboard to input crew into the Outdoor Stage crew, emailed those who hadn’t registered
or updated their registration and worked to create schedules that coincided with the park hours.
Shiftboard is used for all aspects of volunteer coordination from volunteer registration to
scheduling and grading volunteer performance. I tasked Hunter with emailing crew after the
initial shiftboard scheduling was complete. Hunter communicated with the crew and resolved
any scheduling conflicts that arose leading up to the event.
After the second week of work, I began to work more with the site manager and
sponsorship coordinator as site visits took place more often. There were many decisions made
during site visits: how gates would be set up, sponsorship activation locations, how the Long
Center would be included in our plans, and general layout questions. The Long Center is,
essentially, attached to the grounds of Butler Park. It is an enclosed event space that holds the
Renegade Craft Fair and the Gaming Expo during SXSW. One of the main challenges with the
additional space was tracking attendance and capacity of outdoor stage. People were able to walk
out of the Long Center directly into Butler Park missing the gates that were set specifically to
Butler Park, where capacity was measured. We were not concerned that capacity would be
reached; however, we still took steps to ensure the safety of patrons throughout the entire event.
We set up the space on Wednesday March 12, and broke down the space on Sunday,
March 16. The concerts at Butler Park were on Thursday evening, Friday evening and all day
Saturday. Set up included the following: setting up two gates, attaching signage to the fence line
in key points and preparing how many and which volunteers will be at each volunteer position.
During the show I placed volunteers at their posts, checked on them frequently providing breaks
when needed, helped with park logistics during the event to help maintain security of space,

14

assisted with crew changeover and helped with any other incidental issues that came up
throughout the concert series. Breaking down the space included: removing signage and any
sponsorship items left behind, tearing down gates, labeling any supplies for storage and cleaning
up the production trailer.

15

Chapter Three: Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats
Strengths
Innovative leaders
South by Southwest would not be considered a leader in conferences and festivals if it
weren’t for the innovative leaders guiding the organization. The people who have helped to
shape SXSW have come a long way from the media and music that first filled the panels and
festival space. Over the years, leaders have incorporated new trends and exciting technology into
SXSW, which has provided growth, diversity and staying power of the company. Since the
inception, the additions to the main event have included: a larger Trade Show, new conferences
and festivals such as Interactive, Edu, Film, Eco, and V2V, the Gaming Expo, Renegade Craft
Fair, and StyleX (fashion). The festival might not have grown and expanded to such success
without the innovative leaders who see these additions as important and worth exploration, even
if they don’t succeed.

Economic Impact
Over the years, SXSW has helped the Austin economy by bringing in tourists, technology
leaders, filmmakers, musicians, agents, artists, musicians and business leaders. According to the
Greyhill Advisors, SXSW brought a “total of $315 million into Austin... SXSW operations had a
$121.9 million impact on the Austin economy, and the impact of festival attendees spending
money in Austin was $1.36 million”. 15 The large amount of revenue the conference and festival
brings to Austin provides a positive impact on businesses and the job market.

15
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Community Impact
SXSW also participates in events throughout the year that help artists, and the
community. One of the events SXSW is involved in is the HAAM benefit day.16 HAAM (Health
Alliance for Austin Musicians) and SXSWfm partnered providing music for the event, which is
open and free to the public. SXSW adopted a street that is cleaned up and maintained by the
sustainability team. This team is comprised of representatives from most departments who meet
bi-weekly to discuss green initiatives.

Partnerships and Sponsorships
One of the most important strengths of SXSW is its ability to gain and maintain sponsors
and partners for all of their endeavors. There are three main areas of sponsorship available
through SXSW: Super Sponsorship, Major Sponsorship and high profile programs. The Super
Sponsorship “delivers the highest visibility possible and provides seamless promotional exposure
by aligning your brand with SXSW as a top promotional partner.”17 These sponsorships are
competitive and are commonly held by companies for multiple years. Super Sponsors receive
category exclusivity to be the “Official Sponsor” of SXSW Music, Film and Interactive in their
respective field (carbonated beverages, consumer electronics, automobiles, and more). The
Major Sponsorship gives sponsors the ability to purchase category exclusivity for either Music,
Film, or Interactive, and this “allows your brand to have maximum exposure for the duration of a
specific festival, as well as inclusion in SXSW’s promotional campaign.”18 The sponsorship
department works diligently to maintain and protect the category exclusivity of their Super and
Major Sponsors which makes obtaining a super sponsorship very competitive and prohibits
16
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competing brands from any official presence at SXSW. Additional Super and Major Sponsorship
assets include: brand alignment and name association with SXSW, customizable sponsor
activation area at the Austin Convention Center, sponsor activation messaging on SXSW’s social
media platforms, the ability to use the SXSW brand name and logo in promotional campaigns,
ongoing SXSW consultation and support on sponsor activation planning and first right of refusal
for the following year as a Super/Major Sponsor. 19 Sponsors can choose from high profile
programs centered on single day events to conference-wide branding. 20 The high profile
programs also include customized sponsor opportunities.

Branding
The SXSW brand is well known in the South and in the music community. The staff
counsel, Laurie Velasco, closely monitors the process of branding different items, conferences
and events. All contracts and legal agreements go through Laurie first, and some go beyond
Laurie to the external legal staff leading up to the main event in March. The standard contracts
are easy to change between businesses, but Laurie is still tasked with overlooking the process
and approving different contracts. Branding trickles down to every aspect of the conferences,
including sponsors and partners of the event. Agreements are made with sponsors and partners to
use our logo in their own various media outlets, just as we promote them through ours. The staff
at SXSW shows great loyalty by wearing SXSW gear and other notable branding items, like the
arrow logo that is used in all of the branding. Merchandise is sold at all of the festivals and
conferences that are branded with SXSW. The style each year changes slightly to keep up with
trends, which proves to be successful as the conferences continue to grow. There are specific

19
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color palettes associated with each conference, which are used for all conference promotional
materials throughout the season.

Weaknesses
Spreading too thin
SXSW didn’t start as a large company with close to two hundred employees. They didn’t
start out in a large office building with multiple floors and prime location in downtown Austin.
Before the large office complex, SXSW was spread between multiple houses on the north end of
town, with departments split into different houses. The space that is a complete step up, the
office that now houses SXSW, is already at capacity. The company has grown by two
conferences and departments in the past four years. Due to the new conferences the company
capacity has increased, allowing for new hires to come on (seasonally for the most part) ensuring
a successful run of each conference. Maintaining the culture of SXSW is going to be a challenge
as the company continues to grow. The company is run as a small grass roots company, but is
beginning to shape itself as a large corporation. The corporation mindset gives less compassion
to each individual and more to numbers as a whole. The culture of SXSW, up to this point, has
not been focused solely on number but rather on the team and individual employees who give
much of their time and energy to make the conferences and festivals a success. There are efforts
to keep the culture alive and it will be interesting to watch SXSW as they grow to see if they’re
able to maintain the grass roots culture that helped build the company to this point.

Staff Changes and Communication
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Staffing fluctuates with seasonal employees and interns. The seasonal and intern staff
makes up a large portion of the people in the office leading up to and during the main event.
These people are key players ensuring the success of the event. One of the downsides to this is
lack of continuity in information being passed down to seasonal staff and the staff for years to
come. There is no “how-to guide” for SXSW, and you have to dig and ask colleagues about
processes and where to find key information to make tasks happen. This isn’t debilitating,
because it provides an opportunity for new staff to meet key staff members in each department,
but for those shy new employees and interns, this can seem daunting. Communication is lacking
when the busy season approaches; as an intern I found this to be very frustrating at times when I
needed answers to questions. I could always rely on people in the volunteer department to give
me the information I needed, but when working with planning and production, I had to wait at
least a day or two at most for answers to questions. I can’t speak to every department, but the
volunteer department as a whole has a system to their work, a plan that is outlined each season
with modifications depending on past success or failure. The majority of what newcomers learn
is what is happening this season because time is limited, and explaining why something isn’t
being used or why changes are made becomes less important than accomplishing the goals set
forth. If a department loses an employee who plays a key role, it will have to download that
persons email and their Google Drive to have access to their system, which is time consuming
and in some cases time wasting.

Long Lines
The lines for each of the festival events are long, very long in fact. Some of the lines
wrap around city blocks and last for multiple hours prior to a film opening or musical act. People
attending these events are usually in pretty great spirits because of the exclusivity of the events
20

they are getting to witness. The lines are a deterrent to some locals and out of town registrants,
causing social media outbursts, negative press and in some cases loss of future attendees. The
lines create problems, but there are great people working as volunteers to help keep spirits high
while registrants wait. There is also a card system in place for films that gives people a good
indication of whether or not they will make the cut to get into the theatre.

Opportunities
City Growth
Austin is growing at a rapid pace. There is construction at every turn, and people are
moving to the city daily. Between 2012 and 2013 the City of Austin has grown 2.6%, which is
the highest growth of any city in the country.21 The city growth has increased the entertainment
needs in the city, which in turn helps registrations for SXSW. If we are able to continue drawing
in the young community, the attendance will continue to increase. Young entrepreneurs enjoy
mingling and exchanging ideas in settings like SXSW provide. This will be a key demographic
to focus on as the city continues to fill with young business professionals. City growth also
means more to consider when creating venues, and how to maintain them as buildings begin to
fill empty downtown. It will be an opportunity for the company to spread further East to the parts
of Austin that are booming with young creatives. There are a lot of music venues on the eastside
of Austin, but it is not utilized as much prior to the music festival. Pushing some of the
programming out of the downtown center, especially for music, helps to thin out crowds that can
become overwhelming. Creating more programming in other locations drives registrants to see
parts of the city they might have missed by staying in the city center, which could entice them to
relocate to Austin, or invest in some of the work happening in Austin.
21
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Threats
Guerilla Events
Unofficial parties and events are a burden for people attending and producing SXSW to
deal with. Businesses that aren’t willing to work with South by to be an official venue create
their own parties which crowds the already overcrowded city to a point that is unreasonable for
the event staff, registrants and the APD to monitor and maintain traffic. These events usually
have small references to involvement with the main event, although this is often an unofficial
event name or illegal use of the SXSW marks. Different companies have come in and taken over
spaces to throw their own shows and mini festivals and there isn’t much SXSW can do, unless
the event is infringing on our company in some way. This year a large-scale event, the iTunes
Festival, took over a venue in downtown Austin near SXSW’s main event venue, the Austin
Convention Center. SXSW leadership determined since the event would be taking place either
way (with large name acts such as Jay Z and Coldplay) it would be most beneficial to create a
partnership with iTunes to make the event official in order to maintain first priority access for
badge holders, as well utilize SXSW’s extensive crowd control and safety efforts. While SXSW
wants to co-exist with other entities, it can be hard during a time the streets are already full to
capacity with registrants and patrons. Businesses in downtown Austin that don’t participate in
SXSW generally have events during those fourteen days anyway, taking away from the brand
and living off the coat tails of the company.

City Capacity
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The city is under a lot of construction, which is a challenge for the planning and
execution of SXSW events. From 2010-2014 Austin has grown from 790,390 to 865,504.22 This
is a staggering growth for the city, which has increased construction and reimagining of the
urban areas of Austin. The downtown area has been under construction in different areas for a
few years, and there is not an end in sight. Construction and renovation has caused problems
with providing housing for registrants. The traffic is impossible during the event, which results in
people wanting to be housed as close to the event center as possible. Attendees don’t want to
spend the majority of their time during the conference in transit.
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Chapter Four: Best Practices
Best Practices
In the executive summary from Live from Your Neighborhood: A National Study of
Outdoor Arts Festivals, Carole Rosenstein discusses the characteristics of outdoor arts festivals,
and helps to outline statistics through various case studies.
Festivals vary in characteristics based on location, genres and target audience. Outdoor
arts festivals display the following characteristics: 1. Diversity of art forms and audiences, 2.
Commitment to quality programming, 3. Low or no cost admission and 4. Integration with their
communities.23 Diversity of art form, whether through various genres of music or creation of
new technology, is key to keeping the interest of people attending the conference and festival. It
is important to appeal to the masses and specific niche groups over the event. Diversity of
audience is also crucial to meeting the needs of the community you are serving. The success of a
festival in the long term is dependent on changing to meet the needs of its diverse audience,
noticing what works and doesn’t work for people as years pass. A commitment to quality
programming is also a key element to executing a successful arts festival. Diversity in
programming can include a variety of disciplines: music, visual, technology, dance, theatrical
and educational. A balance of these disciplines will reach the broadest group of potential patrons.
Low or no cost admission is unless the festival is put on by a not-for-profit organization. Most
festivals maintain free aspects, even if they are for profit, but overall free events are not a normal
venture for these festivals. Offering free events within the budget gives the community a chance
to be involved, even if they’re unable to attend the pay events. The balance for multidisciplinary
arts festivals is found in these offerings or through providing volunteer opportunities for the
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community and eager participants who may not be able to afford registration. Without support
from the local government, neighborhood and community leaders a festival will fight to succeed
through road blocks built by frustrated community leaders. Some festivals, like Bonnaroo, offer
free admission to the people who live directly around the festival grounds. This is a generous act
that shows the community that the festival cares about their satisfaction, and a desire for them to
participate in the event.
SXSW has a lot of these characteristics, which allows for continued growth shown by the
expansion of conferences and festivals to include SXSW Eco, SXSWedu and V2V. Diversity of
art forms and audiences can be seen in the programming choices made by SXSW. The event
attracts artists, musicians, startups, entrepreneurs, computer programmers, educational
professionals, filmmakers, gaming enthusiasts and more, providing a diverse group of
participants. The audiences vary as well from agents and recording companies to business
leaders and aspiring artists. SXSW has a strong commitment to quality programming. Through
strong speakers, including Lena Dunham, Edward Snowden and Mark Zuckerberg, SXSW
maintains a fresh audience ready for the insider knowledge these types of high-profile leaders
possess. Admission is not free for all of SXSW, but portions of the event are free or only require
a door fee. Some of the free events include: the Outdoor Stage concert series, Gaming Expo,
Renegade Craft Fair, Flatstock Poster Show, SXSW Create (hackers and DIY), Job Market and
the Music Gear Expo. These events provide a place for people of different disciplines to be
involved with the event, even if they’re unable to obtain registration to the main conference and
festival.
Volunteering is also a huge part of the SXSW culture. Volunteering affords people the
opportunity to see an insider’s view of how the festival works, gain registration and enjoy the
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event when they’re not working volunteer hours. SXSW would not be possible without the
dedicated volunteers who take off from their daytime responsibilities to donate time for this
conference and festival. This year alone there were over 4,000 volunteers who worked around
the clock to make sure the event was a success. Providing volunteer opportunities for the
community has been a great way to gain support from locals.
It isn’t easy to keep the entire community happy at all times, and to show the city the
economic impact that SXSW has for Austin, they provide an Economic Impact Report, which
shows the amount of revenue brought in from the main event. This information is open and free
to the public on the SXSW website and gives an in depth breakdown to the benefits of hosting
the conferences and festivals in Austin. There will always be backlash for accidents and mistakes
along the way, but overall SXSW has provided the community with a guaranteed income and
national recognition that helped to put Austin on the map as an entertainment leader.

Similar Organizations
SXSW is a truly unique grouping of conferences and festivals that encompass so many
important aspects of business and entertainment. As it has grown, so has the competition. Similar
organizations have popped up in various areas of the U.S. and abroad, due to the innovative and
effective structure SXSW has created.

The Great Escape
The Great Escape located in the U.K. has been producing a festival and conference since
2006.24 The Great Escape (TGE) brings in “over 400 up and coming bands play in 35 Brighton
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venues, accessible on one wristband”, providing across the board access into showcases.25 The
conference that runs simultaneously with music features “insightful panels, topical debates,
keynote speeches and networking opportunities”. 26 TGE has been compared to SXSW due to
similar format and programming and maintains an innovative and determined outlook that
continues to provide prosperity. John Badcock works seasonally with SXSW and Mama &
Company (producers of TGE and other festivals) and provided me with insight into the
similarities between SXSW and TGE. According to John, TGE is similar to SXSW by not
having a fixed perimeter around the festival rather an open layout that includes venues spread
across the city. Brighton is a destination beach party town in the U.K. so they are prepared for
large crowds and have not experienced issues with reaching city capacity during TGE27. The
festival is smaller bringing in about 20,000 people per day, and due to the shorter run of the
festival (3 days) they are able to manage the crowds much easier than SXSW in Austin. There
are less guerilla events that take place during TGE, and the festival is less concerned with these
events taking place, because with or without TGE venues would produce shows throughout the
summer. After talking with John, I got the impression that TGE coexists easily with city and that
the issues SXSW face with city capacity and construction are not mirrored issues at TGE. The
price of TGE varies between the Delegate Pass and the Festival Pass. The early bird rate for the
Delegate Pass is £145.00 while the early bird rate for the Festival Pass is lower at just £49.50.28
The differences in price and what each pass allows is similar to SXSW which offers different
badges and different rates for each of their conferences and festivals. Providing different pricing,
more affordable for the festival, TGE is able to bring in a diverse audience that mixes business
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and fans together for an exciting weekend of networking and experiencing music collectively.
The community of Brighton is much smaller than Austin with less than 250,00029 people,
whereas Austin is at about 900,00030 people. Venues at The Great Escape are spread over the
city. There aren’t as many venues on a single block unlike SXSW that has multiple venues on a
single block causing complex line structure and management techniques. They both take place in
the city center creating the need for approval from local government and the community. The
Great Escape has continued to grow since its inception, and the continued success in
programming will provide overall success as a conference and festival.

Northside Festival
The history for Northside Festival isn’t very in depth on their website, but they do have a
well laid out site with a lot of information spread between multiple sections and pages. The
festival is held in Brooklyn with “Festival Headquarters located within McCarren Park, at the
corner of Bedford and North 12th Street”.31 The festival began in 2009 and “has grown from a
small DIY (do it yourself)-affair to a full-fledged discovery festival taking over 50+ venues in
Williamsburg and Greenpoint and featuring over 350 bands”.32 There are a lot of similarities to
SXSW as this festival has a multidisciplinary approach to its programming. Northside also has
an interactive portion to their event, NExT, that “continues the Northside tradition of having the
best entrepreneurs and technologists speak about rapid changes to the world and the role of
makers, technologists, and innovators”. 33 They have a very similar structure as SXSW with
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badges for music, film, innovation and premium badges that give access to all aspects of
Northside.34 Each badge allows patrons into the specific portions of the festivals and conference.
Northside appeals to a large group of people, which diversifies their audience draw, and engages
the community from different aspects of business and entertainment. The volunteer structure is
vague, and seemingly less important for their festival to function. When searching the Northside
website for volunteer information, you are brought to a Google form to fill out, without notice of
when you might be contacted other than close to the festival. There are no definitive perks listed,
instead vague mention of free admission to some shows and screenings. There isn’t much
reported on their website about the economic impact they provide to the city, but they are sure to
bring in a good crowd with their strong programming and diversity in arts represented.
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Chapter Five: Recommendations
The recommendations I have for SXSW are outlined in the S.W.O.T. analysis in the
weakness and opportunity sections, but for these purposes I will elaborate on my findings.
The culture of SXSW has changed as the company has grown, but people who have been with
the company for years are dedicated to keeping it as a grass roots organization. There are several
challenges that arise from company growth such as lack of clear communication of the company
practices, lack of understanding of interconnectedness between departments, and general feelings
of exclusion from the group. These problems are not impossible to fix, and with care and
consideration from the staff, can be improved and hopefully removed completely. The
sustainability team at SXSW is working on getting information to new staff and interns by
providing an information packet with office information, office layout, and the sustainable
practices SXSW implements. This will include information on recycling, staff managers, and
how they plan to continue involvement with city sustainability initiatives. This will provide new
staff with the opportunity to learn about the company, meet staff that are also involved in joint
department efforts and to become more involved if they are interested.
Another great investment of time for each department and new hires would be to create a
general guideline of how information is shared within each position. Providing new staff with a
guide to the company, the company structure, general information about how we share
information through the company and an overview of programs used in their department. This
information would be invaluable to a new hire as there is little to no written instructions to
acclimate new hires to the company. Each department could do this internally for new hires. It
would be less effective to have only one new hire information sheet due to different program
usage, department structure and department purpose throughout the company. During the busy
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season (January-March) there is little time for instruction to the company practices as everyone
on staff and working to meet deadlines. The positions at SXSW evolve as the company changes,
but some standard documents given to each new employee to learn their department practices
will prove to be beneficial. Staff changes would be eased by this process and in turn provides a
reference point for new hires.
City capacity and long lines are an important consideration as the conference, festival and
city of Austin continue to grow. The parking lots and other non-traditional venues SXSW has
depended on for years have become less available as high-rise buildings replace empty lots in the
city center. It would benefit the company to move some programming and events to other parts
of the city. This has started to take place especially during the music portion of the main event.
There are venues all over the east side of Austin that house music and other sponsor events.
Utilizing this same strategy during the interactive and film portions of the main event has the
potential to prevent further congestion. The challenges with this move are mostly related to
transportation. We would need to have shuttles that run throughout the event that make rounds to
all of the venues outside of the city center. The cost could outweigh the potential at this time, but
as space becomes more limited and city population grows, SXSW will have to find a way to
adapt when acquiring venues. Some of the issues with capacity are also related to over crowded
venues posing great difficulty for registrants seeking entry into showcases. This issue is related
to venues offering admittance by single ticket purchase. People without badges are able to buy
tickets at the door for showcases, which causes the venue to fill up before registrants are
admitted. This problem is a hard one to fix, but line management can help to prevent the issue
from growing. Splitting lines at venues to offer registrants priority admittance has the potential to
even out the percentage of registrant to single ticket sale entry into showcases.
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Guerilla events cause interference with our safety and line management efforts. These
events are not affiliated with SXSW and do not provide the same level of support for line
management and safety of patrons. This is a priority for SXSW events and is taken seriously
when plotting layout of venues, lines and the crews who help to manage crowds. SXSW can’t
force guerilla events to participate and become an official venue for the event, but the services
they provide are a great reason to join the event officially. The special projects department
handles guerilla events and explores initiatives to cut down on new unofficial events from
popping up. This department is dedicated to finding a way to make these events official by
connecting them with our sales and sponsorship team. Different levels of participation to draw
these events to becoming official can be successful. The rates of participation aren’t disclosed for
the public, but the cost is higher than small companies can afford on a normal basis. Meeting
these companies where they’re at financially could make them more willing to participate and
continue to participate for years to come. The large companies that choose to create events that
overlap with our programming could benefit from being official from our extensive line
management and safety practices. Companies are more likely to participate if it becomes less
about participation money and more about the safety of patrons. Pushing the safety aspect of
involvement as an official event may provide more reasoning to participate with SXSW.
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Conclusion
SXSW is an innovative company that continues to change to meet new technology and
business while staying true to its roots of being a small company of friends. Producing four
major events each year, SXSW has become a leader in conferences and festivals in the South
reaching as far as Nevada. Continuing to thrive through strong programming, SXSW invites
innovative thinkers to contribute their ideas for panels, keeping the topics fresh and on point each
year. The continued support of sponsors has created brand recognition throughout many avenues
giving a boost in films, print and on the web. Evolving is something that comes naturally to
SXSW, which has and will continue to prove successful as the company grows, by understanding
the community and the desires of registrants each year. Commitment to treating volunteers with
respect and gratitude will continue the growth and success of the volunteer department in the
future. SXSW would not be possible without the strength in numbers the volunteers provide.
There will be growing pains as the company figures its way around expanding in conferences
and in employees, but the strong leadership of those who have been at SXSW since the
beginning will help to ease the transitions faced by growth.
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Appendix E.
Conference Volunteer Perk breakdown:
Perk

Volunteer SXSWedu Badge or 2 SXSW Volunteer tshirts

Volunteer Film or Interactive Badge or Music
Wristband

Hours

30 - 49

50 - 59

Volunteer Gold or Music Badge

60 - 79

Volunteer Platinum Badge

80 +

Production perk breakdown:
Perk

Hours

Volunteer SXSWedu Badge

Minimum 3 Shifts

Volunteer Gold Badge

Minimum of 5 shifts

Volunteer Music Badge

Minimum of 3-5 shifts

Volunteer Platinum Badge

Minimum of 5-7 shifts

Perk access breakdown by badge:
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Volunteer SXSWedu Badge: Access to all SXSWedu events to include screenings, trade show,
panels, mentor sessions and most parties. A minimum of half the volunteer's hours must be
worked between March 9-12.
Volunteer Film Badge: Access into SXSW Film events, including screenings, trade show,
panels, mentor sessions and most parties. Holder may also pick up a Film Big Bag and Directory.
Not eligible for SXXpress Pass, SXsocial and some lounges.
Volunteer Interactive Badge: Access into SXSW Interactive events, including trade show,
panels, mentor sessions and most parties. Holder may also pick up an Interactive Big Bag and
Directory. Not eligible for SXXpress Pass, SXsocial and some lounges.
Music Wristband: General public wristband, which allows second tier entry into music venues.
A ticket for a Music Big Bag & Directory, Softball & BBQ is included. Not eligible for
SXXpress Pass, SXsocial, lounges, trade show and conferences.
Volunteer Gold Badge: Access into all SXSW Film and Interactive events, including
screenings, trade show, panels, mentor sessions and most parties. Holder may also pick up both
Film and Interactive Big Bags and Directories. Not eligible for SXXpress Pass, SXsocial and
some lounges.
Volunteer Music Badge: Access into SXSW Music events, including trade show, panels,
mentor sessions, most parties and the Sunday Softball & BBQ. Holder may also pick up a Music
Big Bag and Directory. Not eligible for SXXpress Pass, SXsocial and some lounges.
Volunteer Platinum Badge: Access to all SXSW Film, Interactive and Music events, including
film screenings, showcases, panels, trade show, most parties and the Sunday BBQ & softball
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tournament. The holder may also pick up Big Bags and Directories for all 3 conferences and
festivals. Not eligible for SXXpress Pass, SXsocial and some lounges.
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